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ALFALFA SEED PRODUCTION AÎD SOME FACTORS 1HICH AFFECT 

SEED YIELD fl WESTERN OREGON 

INTRODUCT ION 

The production of alf'alfa seed in Oregon has gradually in- 

creased since 1925 to a toa1 production of 9000 bushels in 

1931, according to a survey made by the writer. Eastern Oregon 

produces over seventy-five per cent of this asount. Apparently 

more favorable conditions for alfalfa seed production prevail 1i 

eastern Oregon than in other sections of the State. The con- 

ditions there for seed production corre8pon. closely to those in 

the more iinor tant producing areas. 

The inability of alfalfa to satisfactorily produce seed 

under western Oregon conditions is also true of most of the alfalfa 

producing areas east of the ì.iississirpi River. The reion pro- 

ducing a1alfa seed in commercial quantity in the United States, 

in the main, lies west of the ninety-fifth meridian. The extent 

of the alfalfa seed production area has not chanced to any marked 

degree during the past ten years as its boundaries correspond to 

those described in 1920 by Oakley and Westover (33). 

The failure of alfalfa to set seed under certain seasonal 

conditions has caused producers to view the industry with consider- 

able uncertainty. The question of seed setting has been approached 

in many different ways by various workers. Liuch has been learned 
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and facts have been established, but many of the findings still 

require suitable and satisfactory explanations. 

'.Vestern Oregon conditions, especially in the VTillarnette 

Valley, are favorable to the production of various crop seeds. 

Other forage crop seeds such as red clover, alsike clover, and 

white clover are cononly produced. The successful production of 

these crop seeds indicates the possibilities of alfalfa seed pro- 

duction. 

To determine methods of increasing alfalfa seed production 

under western Oregon conditions, the present problem was under- 

taken during the season of 1931. 
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HISTORICAL REVIE1 

!! relation of automatic to seed setting perhaps 

received most attention by the earlier investigators. Con- 

siderable work has recently been conducted. along thèse lines. 

Piper, et al, (34) have shovm that hot sunshine induces automatic 

tripping. They also found that fevr flowers formed pods unless 

they became tripped. They observed that even when thrips are 

present in very larde numbers the floers very rarely develop into 

pods and seed unless tripped. Blinn (2) stated that plants crow- 

inc alonc the edge of a dry, sandy ditch set sod heavily on the 

branches nearest the ground, while the remaining branches were 

practically barren of seed. This, he thou:ht, could be accounted 

for by the dry, sandy soil reflecting both heat and light. Gray 

(13) found that the wind is a very ineffective agent for tripping 

alfalfa blossoms and is of value in only the most unusual cases. 

According to Stewart (39) alternating spells of cloudy and bright 

weather with moderate wind and occasional showers are considered 

favorable for automatic tripping. Brand and 7estgate (3) noted 

that alfalfa plants growing alone produce more seed than crowded 

plants, probably because of the increased amount of available 

sunshine. They found that shading of the alfalfa plant reduced 

the quantity of seed produced by plants not already receiving more 

than the optimum amount of sunlight. Shoesinith (38) reported that 

the conditions favoring alfalfa seed production in Michigan are 

rather dry, sunshiny weather from the beginning of bloom until 
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maturity of seed, soils of light to inediwn fertility, and thin 

stands which allow the wind and sunlight to strike the sides of 

the plant as well as the tops. 

Considerable work has been reported on the influence of 

artificially tripping the alfalfa flowers. Piper et al, (34) 

found that on the averae 30.68 per cent of the artificially 
tripped flowers produced pods, while on the same plant only 16.76 

per cent of the flowers allowed to develop normally produced pods. 

Hay (15) reported that 9.48 and 5.49 per cent of the flowers 

artificially tripped and those allowed to develop nora1ly, re- 

spectively, formed seed pods. He concluded that lack of tripping 

is not the limiting factor to satisfactory setting of seed. Time 

of day when tripping was done did not influence setting of pods. 

Blinn (2) statód that he found practically no difference in seed 

yields resulting freni. hend "tripping" of tIte flowers. While some 

plants seemed to have more tripped f1owrs than others it could 

not be seen that the tripped flovnr& were more inclined to set 

seed. He further stated that where plants were given practically 

unlimited space, there was still approximately the saine percentage 

of plants which failed to produce seed. He suggests that alfalfa, 

in its seed-oetting traits, seems to behave much as plants over- 

fed with nitrates and that the physiological effect of different 

fertilizers he made a line of future investigations. 

Vlhen flowers viere exposed to natural conditions and not 

tripped, Southvrorth (38) found slightly over one-quarter of the 
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flowers developed pods, viz., 26.4 per cent. Hand tripping the 

exposed flowers increased the percentage of fertile flowers to 

46.8 per cent. In an experiment at Ar1inton perimenta1 Farn 

in which the method mentioned of exerting pressure successively 

over the whole plant was used, Brand and 1estate (3) found that 

the yield of pods was increased 25.5 per cent over adjoining rovrs 

not thus treated. At Chico, California, an increase of 129 per 

cent in the number of pods resulted. Although the total amount 

of seed increased, the nurìber of seeds per pod did not increase 

in proportion to the number of pods. 

More recently Canson (5) reported that 63.9 per cent of 

the artificially tripped flowers and 37 per cent of those flowers 

allowed to develop normal1 produced pods. In the latter group 

only 10.8 per cent were found to have become tripped, leaving 

practIcally 26 per cent that produced pods without tripping. He 

found that when alfalfa flow3rs are from one to three days in 

the full bloom stage and. from two to five days in the wilted 

stage, the chances are reatthat they will form seed pods. He 

also found the alfalfa flowers are capable of forming pods rather 

freely in the absence of tripping. Data obtained by Down (9) 

on seed pod production by artificially tripped flowers in Michigan 

compared favorably with the data reported by Canson. The seed 

production obtained from flowers allowed to develop normally, 

however, falls far below bhat obtained by Canson. 
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Rea1izin the sinificance attached to artificial tripping 

of the alfalfa flovrer in relation to seed settin, Dr. T. E. 

'.i11iarns of Harlem, Eontana, spent several years (191O-117) 

in atternptinC to discover soìe method of tripping in field 

practice, according to a verbal report from E. R. Jac1an, 

xtension Arononiist of Oregon State College. He tried various 

methods and finally concluded that a strong blast of air or 

wind is necessary to artificially trip the flowers. 

Doctor ''Tilliaras' results are Í1rt1ier confirriod by attempt to 

bring about artificial trippin through the aid of an aero- 

plane near Prineville, Oregon, in 1930. A marked increase in 

seed rroduction resulted in the path covered by the strong 

air blast caused by the propellor. The conclusion drawn from 

the above results were to the effect that the alfalfa flower 

remains susceptible to normal fertilization for only a short 

period as shown by Canson and Stewart (6) and that success- 

ful tripping only would result when attempted during the 

optimum period of pollen susceptibility. 



The irnortance of insects in brinin about the pollination 

of alfalfa flowers has been noted for some time. Of the insects 

studied by Burkill (4) the flies seem rarely to obtain honey and 

cannot obtain pollen while the flower is not tripped. He stated 

that accordinG to observations of Liullor and Henslow the honey- 

bee does not trip the flowers, but inserts its proboscis obliquely 

over the basal processes and not between them. It is necessary 

to produce explosion for an insect to insert its proboscis between 

these basal processes; any outward movement imparted to them is 

imparted to the combining processes, and the flower explodes. 

Burkill (4) cave a list of 31 insects which he observed visiting 

alfalfa flowers in and near Cambridge, gland. In no case did he 

see a butterfly causing the flower to trip, but one hot afternoon 

he watched a bumblebee tripping the flowers in reat numbers and 

on two occasions observed honey-bees doing the same thing. Roberts 

and Freeman (36) recorded the resulte of alf1fa pollination and 

observed great differences among individual plants as regards 

seed production. Vthen certain plants were inclosod in screens to 

exclude pollinating insects the same tendencies remained evident. 

Brand and Westgate (3) stated that pollination may be effected 

by long-tongued insects such as leaf-cutter bees (Legachi1e spp.) 

and bumb.obees (Bombus spp.) or by automatic tripping. It would 

seem that pollination by insects brings about cross-fertilization, 

while automatic tripping results in self-fertilization. Yïestgate (40) 
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observed 500 visits of honey-bees to alfalfa flowers and only one 

flower was tripped. Piper et al, (34) observed that only one 

florer in 318 visited by honey-bees v1as tripped or 0.31 per cent. 

Lovell (27) found that leaf-cutting becs (Megachile dentitarsus) 

tripped every flower visited. He reported that these leaf-cutting 

bees at pullman, ashinton, tripped alfalfa flowers at the rate 

of 552 per hour. Yet he also makes the stateiaent that self- 

pollinated flowers set seed freely if the ;'ïeather is suitable and 

that it is climate which determines where alfalfa shall be 

produced, not bees. 

In Iovra where practically no alfalfa seed is produced 

Kenoyer (22) found that alfalfa is not freely visited by insects 

for it seems to contain little or no nectar to reward their visits. 

Flowers of alfalfa grown in dry ìoil contain about 60 per cent more 

sudar than those grovm in wet coil. Accunulation and secretion of 

sucar is most pronounced near the time of the oponin of the flower. 

Lovt temperatures favor tha accumulation of sugars in the stems 

and tissues of the base of the blossoms, while high temperatures 

favor the secretion of the accumulated suar. 

Some recent investiations on pollen sterilit1 are of interest. 

Jenkin (21) reported on the investi,ation of the problem of seed- 

setting in alfalfa which Torsell is carrying out at Ultuna, Sweden. 

Torsell is thvestigatin the question of male sterility which he 

believes may be of importance either because high male sterility 

and low seed-settin capacity result from the same cause, or because 
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10w seed-setting may be due at least partly to poor seif-pollina- 

tion or else to an actual shortage of pollen in the vicinity. 

Clarke and Fryer (7) studied pollen development in alfalfa and 

observed that in many plants pollen Grains which possessed no pro- 

toplasmic contents and viere therefore undoubtedly sterile, were 

of very frequent occurrence. Counts of fertile and sterile grains 

nade when the floïers were ready for tripping but had not yet 

tripped showed that within rather wide limits the percentage of 

empty pollen grains found in different flowers of the same plant 

is constant. Counts made several days apart from different 

flowers belonging to the same plant showed no sigificant fluc- 

tuations in percentage of sterile pollen. 

In an extensive investigation of the relation of atmospheric 

and soil moisture to seed production, Martin (28) found that neither 

soil nor atmospheric moisture interfered with the development of 

the ovule. The setting of seed pods in alfalfa is dependent upon 

the proper functioning of the pollen. Germination of the pollen 

depends upona proper supply of moisture. If the water supply is 

either above or below a certain requirment, the pollen does not 

germinate. The water requirement for germination of the pollen 

depends upon a certain ratio between the moisture delivered by 

the stigma and the moisture of the air surrounding the stigma. 

It follows, therefore, that when the optimum supply of soil and 

atmospheric moisture for pollen germination is available, an 

increase in soil moisture, resulting in an increased moisture 



delivery of the stigma, or a change in the atospheric moisture, 

disturbs the required moisture supply for germination and prevents 

fertilization. 7estover (42) suggested that the iñability of alfalfa 

to produce seed is associated with the failure of the pollen tube 

to germinate. There may be some sort of solution on the pistil 

that is influenced by the moisture conditions of the soil and 

that in turn affects the germination and development of the pollen 

tube. 

Attempts have been made to produce good seed producing plants 

through breeding methods. Southworth (36) attempted to increase 

the automatic tripping habit of alfalfa by crossing Medicago sativa 

with M. lupulina (black medick) which normally has self-tripping 

flowers. He has carried the resulting hy'nrid through by successive 

stages to the seventh generation. Seed comparisons between F6 hybrid 

plants and normal alfalfa plants grown under exposed conditions 

show that the hybrids produced more pods than normal alfalfa. 
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CLIMATALOCICAL DATA 

TEMPERATURE 

The averae mean annual temperature at Corvallis fro!ii 1920- 

1931 inclusive is 53390 F., 7ith an averae mean maximum of 82.990 

F., and an averae mean minimum of 30.480 F. (Table 1). The average 

minimum temperatures for June, July and Auust for the sare period 

are 39.0; 42.58 and 43.0° F. The maximum temperatures 90.72; 

95.58 and 96.330 F. The annual miniimirn and rnaxim temperatures 

for the same period are 16.08 and 99530 F. These temperatures 

indicate some variation from year to year. The highest maxi.m.m8 

occur in June, July and August, the period of flower and seed 

formation for alfalfa. It will be noticed, however, that the 

average minimum temperatures for tM period are quit.e 1ov, with 

small variation. 

The cliniatalogical condition for the Uintah Basin, Utah, a 

more ideal alfalfa seed producing area is shown in Table 3. A 

coraparisorl of the record$ from the two places indicates that even 

though the Uintah basin has an elevation of 5000 feet as compared 

to 266 at Corvallis, hiher temperatures exist at the forner place. 

PREC IPITAT ION 

The average annua]. precipitation over a period of twelve 

years at Corvallis, Oregon, is 36.75 inches, over five times that 

for the Uintah Basin (Tables i and 3). During the period of June, 

July and August the precipitation at Corvallis is less than at the 
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Uintah Basin for the sanie period. This factor coupled with the 

fairly high temperatures and high per cent of clear days (Table 2) 

represents a condition favorable to pod-setting and seed produc- 

tion. 

LGTE OF GROVÏING SEASON 

The average number of frost-free days (Table 1) is 205.92 

at Corvallis, Oregon, indicating a period sufficiently long for 

seed pod fornii-.tion and maturing of seeds. The frost-free period 

for the Uintah Basin is only 129 days (Table 3). 

The spring is two and one-third days earlier at Corvallis 

and the autunn is 44 days later as compared to the Uintah Basin 

area, when the length of season, earliness or lateness of spring 

and autumn is calculated by the Hopkins bioclimatic law(l9). 
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TABLE 1 

1-Tighest mean maximum, mean, and mean minimun' temperatures, frost- 
free period. in days, precipitation in inches for June, July and 
August; also the annual precipitation at Corvallis (1920 to 1931, 

inclusive) .* 

: Teijeratures :Frost-Free: Precipitation 
Year : Highest : :Lowest : Period : 

: Mean :Mean : Lleali : (Days) : Period : Annual 
: L!axiauin : : liiniinum : : 

1920 82.90 61.37 30.70 155 3.05 37.12 

1921 80.10 51.80 31.80 227 1.02 41.05 

1922 84.10 50.30 28.00 199 0.89 38.75 

1923 84.40 52.10 28.60 220 2.36 37.07 

1924 78.70 51.50 25.50 189 1.74 37.87 

1925 84.0 53.50 36.00 238 2.09 34.07 

1926 85.10 54.20 33.30 174 l.7b 40.04 

1927 82.40 51.80 31.10 194 2.68 47.87 

1928 82.00 53.40 33.90 202 0.43 39.87 

1929 83.20 52.70 29.50 207 1.31 24.45 

1930 82.50 53.60 22.90 225 0.94 23.68 

l9ol 84.80 54.40 34.50 24]. 3.25 39.13 

Averae 82.89 53.39 oO.48 205.92 1.79 36.75 

*Data ftrnished by E. F. Torerson, Soils Department, 0reon 
State Aricu1tura1 Co11ee, Corvallis, Oregon. 



Table 2 

LIinimurn, rnaximuiii, and annual teimperatures; clear and cloudy days for June, 
July and August and annual at Corvallis, Oregon, (1920 to 1931,inc.)* 

: Eemperaturo ;; ear (SU) ana. u.Louciy )i) iays 
Year : Ïüie : July : August : 

_________ 
Annual :: June : July : August : Annual 

: Min. Max.: I.Iin. Max.: iin. Max.: Lin. Maxi: C Cl :C Cl : C Cl : C Cl 

1920 37.0 85.0 42.0 89.0 43.0 101.0 21 101 18 4 20 6 24 7 185 107 

1921 38.0 84.0 36.0 89.0 39.0 95.0 19 95 14 3 26 0 21 3 180 108 

122 39.0 92.0 41.0 icü.o 41.0 92.0 14 100: 22 1 29 1 17 6 171 127 

1923 41.0 90.0 44.0 91.0 45.0 96.0 19 96: 15 7 19 5 26 4 160 97 

1924 40.0 100.0 41.0 95.0 39.0 92.0 3 100: 22 4 - - 22 4 162 111 

1925 41.0 102.0 45.0 94,0 40.0 100.0 24 102; 21 1 25 1 16 2 159 109 

1926 39.0 97.0 3.Q X0.0 41.0 93.0 20 100: 24 2 29 0 17 8 159 113 

1?27 38.0 87.0 42.0 96.0 41.0 100.0 9 100: 14 10 25 4 20 5 138 150 

1928 41.0 89.0 44.0 i.o 46.0 92.0 20 102: 12 12 24 5 22 5 151 164 

1929 32.0 85.0 45.0 92.0 46.0 97.0 16 97; 14 16 26 0 27 1 199 155 

1930 40.0 89.0 45.0 95.0 48.0 98.0 4 98: 11 4 13 0 7 3 97 118 

1931 42.0 91.0 47.0]04.0 47.0 100.0 24 104: 10 8 25 5 20 0 141 107 

Acexe 39.0 90.92 42. 95.58 43.0 96.33 i6..s8 16.42 6 23. 2&i l9.2 4 158.5 122.17 

*Data furnished by E. F. Torerson, Soils Department, Oregon State A5ricultural College, 
Corvallis, Oreon. 

I-J 
CA 
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TABLE 3 

Eihest average, irean, and lowest avrage temperatures, frost- 
free period in days, precipitation in inches for June, July and 
August; also the annual precipitation, at Iyton, near the center 
of the alfalfa seed growing section of the Unitah Basin. 

(1920-1930, inclusive)*. 

: Temperature : Frost-Free: Precipitation 
Year : Highest : : Lo'1est : Period : 

: Average : Mean : Average : (Days) : Period : Annual 

1920 92.6 68.1 41.0 146 2.00 8.16 

1921 95.0 69.o 38.3 68 2.77 6.82 

1922 96.3 70.6 43.3 153 2.24 7.40 

1923 93.3 68.9 42.0 109 1.98 8.92 

1924 94.0 69.1 41.0 131 1.02 4.71 

1925 94.0 68.2 43.0 152 3.90 7.84 

1926 95.6 69.1 45.0 137 2.00 5.36 

1927 93.0 66.]. 40.6 122 2.43 7.69 

1928 95.3 69.2 36.3 140 1.75 5.46 

1929 96.6 69.1 42.3 124 2.31 7.83 

1930 96.0 69.8 41.6 141 1.59 6.25 

Average 94.7 68.8 41.3 129 2.18 6.94 

Data from Canson and Stewart (6). 
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MPTER1AL AND METHODS 

ALFALFA ROOT PRUNING A1D CRON i1UTILATIOI AT VARIOUS 
S TAGES OF PLANT GROVTH 

To detemine the effect of time and depth of root pruning 

nd of crovm mutilâtion on alfalfa seed production, the use of a 

suitable area wa obtained in the spring of 1931 in an established 

alfalfa field ovmed by Mr. F. R. Benefiel. The Benefiel farm 

is located one mile east o1 Corvallis, Oregon. The soil is s. 

;7e11 drained Chehalis sandy loam. The alfalfa is of a Grinirn 

strain axid was sovrn during the season of .1930. The alfalfa had 

not been cultivated or fertilized so the plants were well suited 

for experimental purposes. 

An area 29 feet lon and - feet wide was staked out and. sub- 

divided into six series as shown in Figure I, Plate I. A one-foot 

alley ;ras used to separate each series and to form a border around 

the entire area separating the experimental plants from the re- 

mainder of the field. Each series was sub-divided into four plots 

consistin of eight square feet. Each pio «as separated from 

the adjacent plot by a six-inch alley. 

The plants in each plot of series I to V were thinned to 

ten plants or l plants per square foot by cutting the tap root 

just below the crown with a sharp steel chisel especially made 

for prunin work. Plants in all alleys were cut out at time of 

thinning. The plants in series VI were thinned to nine plants 
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per pl except in plot 23 where tvîelve plants viere left. This 

additional nunber of plants did not in any way crowd the spacing 

over that of the plots vthere nine plants were left because of 

allowing suitable plants between the plots to ronrnin. 

The treatment, herein termed as "Crown Mutilation," consists 

of severely mutilating the crown by boating with a wooden mallet. 

The treatment described as "lateral root pruning" consists of 

cuttiii the lateral roots on two sides of the plant by drivin a 

four-inch steel chisel into the ground to a depth of 15 inches 

and l- inches from the crown. The lateral prunin work was always 

done on the same two sides (opposite to each other) for each plant 

so treated throu}iout the experiment. The third treatment, de- 

scribed as "tap root pruning," consists of cutting the tap root 

by means of the special steel chisel 24 inches long and 4 inches 

wide, made for this purpose. 

The tap roots were pruned at varying depths by driving the 

chisel into the ground at an approximate angle, calculated from 

preliminary trials and by the aid of small wooden trianles used 

as a guide in driving the chisel. The "no-treatment" plo;s 

received no crown mutilation or root pruning. 

The treatment applied to each series was as follows: 

Series I. PJct 1. Crown mutilated when top growth 8 inches high 
Plot 2. Iteral pruning when top growth 8 inches high 
Plot 3. Tap root pruned when top growth 8 inches high 

(9 inches deen) 
Pint 4. No-treatment when top growth 8 inches high. 

The first growth not harvested and allowed to produce seed. 
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Series II. pio:; 5, Lateral pruning when first Zrowth tuds forming. 
Plot 6. Tap root pruned when first roth buds forrinC.. 
Plvt 7. No-treatment whon first growth buds forming. 
PLot 8. Crown mutilated when first growth buds forming. 

The first growth was harvested when the flowers viere 50 per cent 

in blossom. The second growth allowed to produce seed. 

Series III. P1t 9. No-treatment when first rovrth buds were forming. 
Plot 10. Crowns mutilated when ist gro-.'rh buds forming. 
pi°i 11. Lateral pruning when ist growth buds forming. 
Plot 12. Tap root pruned 9 inches when ist growth buds 

forming. 

The first gro'rth was not harvested, but allowed to produce seed. 

Series iv. Plot 13. Tap root pruned 9 inches after ist crop removed. 
Plot 14. No-trcaent after ist crop removed. 
Plot 15. Crown mutilated after 1st crop removed. 
Plot 16. Lateral pruning after ist croi removed. 

The first growth iras harvested when the flovrers were 50 per cent 

in blossom. The second ¿rowth allowed to produce seed. 

Series V. plot 17. Crom rtilated when 2nd crop buds forming. 
Plot 18. Lateral pruning when 2nd crop buds forming. 
Flot 19. Tap root pruned 9 inches when End crop buds 

forming. 
Plot 20. No-treatment when 2nd crop buds were forrnin. 

The first growt1 was harvested when the flowers were 50 per cent 

in blossom. The second growth aiiowed to produce seed. 

Series VI. Plot 21 - Crop unharvested. 
3 plants, tap root pruned G inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 12 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 15 inches, top growth 8 inches. 

Plot 22 - Crop unharvested. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 6 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 12 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 15 inches, top growth 8 inches. 

Plot 23 - Crop unharvested. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 6 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 12 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 18 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root lruned 21 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
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Plot 24 - Crop unharvested. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 6 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 12 inches, top growth 8 inches. 
3 plants, tap root pruned 24 inches, top growth 8 inches. 

Each plant in this series vías staked and nurfbered. 

Observations víere made and recorded as to effect of treatment 

upon the plant, the effect on growth, plant mortality and lJlaflt 

maturity. Fifty raceines or five racemes per each plant per plot 

were selected for making actual counts of the flowers, the number 

of flowers stripped or that fell off, and the number of pods that 

developed. Each raceme was iagged and numbered by attaching a 

small paper clothing tag as shown in Plates I and II. The entire 

top growth including the seed pods was cut c1oe to the surface 

of the soil, wrapped in paper and taken into the laboratory in 

preparation for checkin and threshing. The top growth was 

later weighed, the pods were then stripped, and the seed 

threshed and weighed. 

Imiediately after the top grow±h was harvested, the roots 

of all plants in the first five series were carefully dug and cut 

off 18 inches below the surface. The roots were taken to the 

laboratory, washed, allowed to dry and then photographed (Plates 

V to XXIV). Observations were made and recorded as to the type 

of root and crown development, and measurements of root dianeters 

were taken one inch below the crown. 
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ALFAL1'A F2TILIZ R TRATMT JD HiSTIN AT 
DIFFERT STAGiS 0F PL&NT GR0VTH 

A suitable area vras located in a nearly three-year old Grirn 

alfalfa field ori the Oregon Experiment Station for a study of the 

effect of certain fertilizers on alfalfa seed setting when top 

growth v.ras mrvested at various staes of plant development. The 

alfalfa field in vrhich this work vías done had been heavily spring- 

toothed early in the spring and had also received an early appli- 

cation of rpsum at the rate of 100 pounds an acre, each spring 

previous to 1931. There was an excellent and uniform stand of 

alfalfa over the entire area selected. 

The area used in this experiment was 39 feet long and 20 

feet wide, divided into 3 series, each S- feet square with a one- 

foot alley between series and the adjoining alfalfa field. Each 

series was sub-divided into four plots each 4 feet square with a 

six-inch alley as a division line between plots as shovm in 

Figure II, Plate II. The fertilizers applied and rate of' appli- 

cation on the various plots were as follows: 

Treble-phosphate (Cal-T4 (Po4)2) 1000 lbs. per acre 

Sodiuni nitrate (NaNO3) 200 lbs. per acre 

Gypsum (0a504.21-120) lOO lbs. per acre 

Muriate of potash (KC1) 500 lbs. per acre 

Lime (CaO) 6000 lbs. per acre 

lhere the fertilizers were applied in combination the same rate 

was used as when applied singly. The applications in most all 
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cases were heavier than is ordinarily used in field practice. 

Fertilizers were applied April 16, 1931. The plots of alfalfa, 

which were clipped to approximate pasthrin, were repeatedly cut 

when the top rowth was 4 to 6 inches tall. This method closely 

represented the effects of normal pasturing. The clipping vías 

continued until plants receivin no treatment were 50 per cent in 

blossom. The treatment received by each plot is as follows; 

Series I. Plot 1. Clipped until first crop harvested. No 
fertilizer. 

plot 2. First crop harvested, flowers 50 in bloom. 
No fertilizer. 

Plot 3. First and second crop harvested when buds were 
forming. No fertilizer. 

plot 4. First grow±h not harvested, allowed to produce 
seed. No fertilizer. 

Series 11e Plot 5. Clipped until first crop harvost3d, plus 
treble-phosphate. 

Plot 6. First crop harvested, flowers 5O in bloom, 
plus treble-phosphate. 

Plot 7. First and second crop harvested when buds 
were forminE, plus treble-phosphate. 

Plot 8. First growth not harvested, allowed to produce 
seed, plus treble-phosphate. 

Series Ill. Plot 9. 

Plot 10. 

Plot 11. 

Plot 12. 

Clipped until first crop harvested, plus 
sodiun nitrate. 
First crop harvested, flowers 50% in bloom, 
plus sodium nitrate. 
First and second crop harvested when buds 
were forming, plus sodium nitrate. 
First growth not harvested, allowed to produce 

plus sodium nitrate. 

Series IV. Plot 13. Clipped until first croe harvested, no fertilizer. 
Plot 14. First crop harvested, flowers 50% in bloom, no 

fertilizer. 
Plot 15. First and second crop harvested when buds were 

forming, no fertilizer. 
Plot 16. First growth not harvested, allowed to produce 

seed, no fertilizer. 
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Series V. Plot 17. Clipped until first crop harvested, plus 
gyp sum. 

Plot 18. First crop harvested, flowers 50% in bloom, 
plus grpsum. 

Plot 19. First and second crop harvested when buds 
were forming, plus gypsum. 

Plot 20. First growth not harvested, allowed to pro- 
duce seed, plus gypsum. 

Series VI. Plot 21. Clipped until first crop harvested, no 
fertilizer. 

Plot 22. Fiist crop harvested, flowers 50% in bloom, 
no fertilizer. 

Plot 23. First and second crop harvested when buds 
were forming, no fertilizer. 

Plot 24. First rowth not harvested, allowed to produce 
seed, no fertilizer. 

Series VII. Plot 25. Clipped until first crop harvested, plus mriate 
of potash. 

Plot 26. First crop harvested, flowers 50% in bloom, plus 
muriate of potash. 

Plot 27. First and second crop harvested when buds were 
forming, plus muriate of potash. 

Plot 28. First growth not harvested, allowed to produce 
seed, plus muriate of potash. 

Series VIII.Plot 29. Harvested first crop, flowers 50% in bloom, plus 
limo. 

Plot 30. Harvested first crop, flowers 50% in bloom, pius 
liiiie and sodium nitrate. 

Plot 31. Earvested first crop, flowers 50% in bloom, plus 
lime and treble-phosphate. 

Plot 32. Harvested first crop, flowers 50% in bloom, plus 
lime and muriate of potash. 

Field observations made and recorded were typo of plant growth, 

date of blossoming, pod formation, maturity and per cent of pods 

formed. The pods were harvested by hand stripping. As soon as 

sufficiently dry, they were threshed and the seed weighed. 
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MOISTURE AND SOIL TYPE AS RELATED TO SEED SETTING 
UNDER GREELIIOUSE CO1DITIoNS 

The effect of soil moisture and type of soil on seed setting 

was studied by growing alfalfa llants in large galvanized cans 

in the greenhouse. Five cans were filled with Chehalis sandy 

loam soil from the East College farm. iother five cans were 

filled with an Pmity clay loam from the campus farm. One year 

old Grimm alfalfa plants were secured and one plant was olantd 

to a can. The cans wore kept outside in a protected place to 

allow the plants to become established before being placed in 

the greenhouse. The plants and cans were removed to the creen- 

house October 1. The plants were allowed to grow for one month 

to become better established under the greenhouse conditions, 

oforo the experiment was started. The top ¿rowth was then cut 

off, each can was weighed and the soil sathrtion determined. 

Soli samples were taken from each can at the time of first weighing 

for moisture content. The samples were obtained from a coro by 

forcing a specially made brass tube, three-fourths inch in diameter, 

the entire depth of the soil in each can. The soil was oven-dried 

and moisture content calculated. 3ased upon the soil saturation 

point and the moisture content, one can of each soil type was held 

at the following soil saturations: 15 per cent, rated as dry; 

30 per cent, rated as ample; 50 per cent, rated as more than 

necessary, and 80 per cent as saturated. To one can of each soil 
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type was added an aplication of treble-phosphate at the rate of 

250 pounds per acre. These tvro cans were held at 30 per cent 

saturation. The cans were weighed every two weeks to check on the 

soil, while the plants were watered an estimated amount every other 

day. 

In order to provide a length of day approximating such length 

as ¿enerally prevails durin the seed production season of alfalfa, 

electric light was provided from 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. each day 

during the experiment. This provided a 14-hour day for plant growth. 

Observations itmde and rocorded were type of plant gro'rth, 

height, date of first flowers and per cent of seed pods formed. 

After seed growth and study was completed, the roots were 

carefully removed from each can and type of root development 

observed. 
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ERBTAL RESULTS 

EFFCT OF ALFALI?A ROOT PRUNING AND CROJN MUTILATION 
APPLIED AT VARIOUS STAGES 0F PLANT 

GROWTH ON SEED PRODUCTION 

Previous Investigations 

Albert (i), workin on the rovrth of alfalfa, conclued that 

storaGe of food reserves does not exceed a certain concentration. 

'Then this point is reached all food reservus, instead of accumu- 

latine still further, are used in increasing the development and 

size of the root. This suggestion is further strengthened by the 

fact that the percentage of reserve carbohydrates in the top growth 

remains fairly constant regardless of the stages of grov:th. As 

increase in top growth is relatively small after the ftll-bloo'. 

staGe and as photosynthesis is presumably still proceeding, surplus 

foods must be used by the plants either for seed production, for 

increase in cell wall thicess, for production of new to rowth 

from the crowns or stems, for storaUe in the roots, or for increase 

in root development. 

Graber (11) stated that "conditions which tend to hold down 

vegetative ,rovth and stimulate a high carbohydrate situation are, 

in general, favorable to seed production." He is inclined to think 

that these general considerations are of greater importance than 

such matters as humidity and other factors which affect the Germi- 

nation of pollen Grains. Leukel (26) stated that these studies 
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indicate ttthat reproduction and seed setting is closely correlated 

with the relation of the nitroen and carbohydrate compounds in 

the lant. It seems reasonable to assume that a vigorous seed 

production will require a plentiful supply of food materials in 

the plant. Without such a food supply, hea seed production would 

not seem possible. My e;:perience with growing alfalfa in the 

irrigated region of Southern California was the production of a 

heavy top growth during the early growth stages. By shu.tting off 

the irriation water when a large top growth production was present 

the plants were turned into a reproductive stage. This appears 

to have been brought about by a decrease in available nitrogen 

due to low soil moisture while carbohydrate assimilation continued. 

A wide carbohydrate nitrogen relation occurred which is associated 

with reproduction in plants. While working on alfalfa at Wiscoiisin 

we had plants with a very lar:e top growth in the late fall and high 

in root reserves but no indication of reproduction was present. 

These plants did not have a wide carbohydrate nitrogen relation 

which is associated with reproduction, although they were in this 

vegetative stage for a long period of time." 

Kezer (23), connenting on results of work on alfalfa seed 

setting in Colorado, states that they have tried the use of ferti- 

lizers to sorne extent; root pruning; light and heavy irrigation, 

and at different tines. "In 20 years' work wo have yet to discover 

which will for certainty control either favorably or unfavorably 
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the setting of seed in alfalfa." 

In Montana, according to Kidder (24), the problem there "seems 

to be one of controlling moisture and growth ol' the plants so that 

it does not corne into full bloom at the time when we 1ave our 

hottest weather arid when there are the hot winds which prevent 

seed settiri." 

Heinicke (l7, working on the set of apples as affected by 

some treatments given shortly before and after the flowers open, 

found that "In a given tree of certain vigor, an increased sot of 

applies resulted from both rin±ng and the application of nitrates. 

The more vigorous spurs were the more fruitful regardless of the 

treatment. The accumulation of carbohydrates increases the osmotic 

pressure and strengthens the conducting tissues of the young fruits. 

The increase in nitrogen which favors succulency may facilitate 

the sap hoyt and also cause a more economical use of water. T'ne 

influence of extremes in the c/kr ratio in the chemical composition 

of the cluster base or adjoining tissues on the formation of 

abscission layer in normal flowers or young fruits, seems to be 

slight as compared with the influence of disturbing vter relation- 

ships during the early stages in fruit development. Unfavorable 

conditions of nutrition and water supply are iong the basic 

factors which cause the normal drop of flowers and partially 

developed fruits of the apple." 

Reid (35), working on the relation of kind of food reserves 

to regeneration in tornato plants, stated that "In general, it 
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seems that when the carbohydrate reserve is high and the nitrogen 

supply within the plant or in the nutrient solution is low, there 

may be a viorous root rawth. Then the relative percentage of 

nitrogen either within or without is slightly higher, there may 

also be a vigorous shoot growth.t' 

Defoliation was found by Harvey (14) in studies with stuwner 

apple shoots to accelerate or retard growth according to the stage 

of development of the shoòt, and to soie ex.ent, according to the 

positior! of the shoot, defoliated, Ringing also accelerates or 

retards grovrth according to the stage of development, but if ring- 

Ing accelerates growth, defoliation under the same conditions will 

nearly always retard it, or vice versa. Very early in the season, 

however, growth will ho retarded by either operation. By ringing 

shoot& at intervals through the growth season, early in the season 

ringing retarded growth, later accelerated, and finally retarded 

it again. Ringing plus defoliation stops growth in a short time. 

Kraus and Kraybill (25) reporting on vegetation and reproduc- 

tion with special reference to the tomato, state that plants growi 

with an abundant supply of nitrogen and then transferred and grown 

with a moderate supply of available nitroger are less vegetative, 

but fruitful. As compared with the vegetative plants, they are 

lovïor in moisture, total nitrogen, and nitrate nitrogen and higher in 

saccharida. FruiÍ\dness is associated neither with highest nitrate 

nor highest carbohydrates, but with a condition of balance between 

them. 
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Present Investigations 

It is obvious from the above review of literature that little 

-iork has been done in regard to roct pruning of alfalfa in relati 

to seed production. The work in the fields of horticulture arid 

plant physiology indicate to a certain decree the value and possi- 

bilities if similar practices are applied to the alfalfa plant. 

Effect on Plant Growth, Flowers and Pod Formation. 

Crown mutilations and root prunins were made on four different 

dates at four stases of plant rovrh. 

The first series of Flots were trented on April 18, when the 

top growth had reached a height of 8 inches. The lants lateral 

pruned, tap root pruned and those crown mutilated, all showed marked 

wilting for several hours after applying the treatment. Most of 

the top growth of the crown mutilated plants was killed. By April 

22 all evidence of wilting had disappeared and growth was resuried. 

Ne: buds had appeared from the broad crowns of the plants crown 

mutilated. This series of plots received no further treatment 

until the seed crop was harvested in October. 

The second and third series of p1o;s were treated on !.ay 20, 

when the first rowth flower buds were formin;. Buds were present 

on all of the main branches of all plants. The average height 

of the plants rias 15 inches with an average spread of 10 inches. 

Their to growth was from moro or less decumbent to erect. A now 

second growth ranging from very small buds to stems four inches 

long rias present at that time. A few hours after aplying the 
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treatment the plants showed more pronounced wilting than was the 

case in Series I. The plants crown mutilated shovod the effects 

of treatment more than those of other plots. Recovery after treat- 

Ing required several days longer than the plants of Series I. This 

delay of ¿rovrth response was attributed partially to the dry con- 

dition of the soi. at the time of treatment. At this time the 

plants in Series I appeared to be 1akinL very slow growth. The 

plants in plot 3 which viere tap root pruned were only 7 inches in 

height as compared to 12 inches for the other plants in the same 

series. The leaves also turned yellow. The plants in plot 1, 

crown mutilated, wer making a heavy growth of new shoots. 

Series II, IV and V were harvested June 4 when the flowers 

were fifty per cent in blossom. The plots in Series IV were treated 

on June 6. The effect of treatment was not so apparent in checking 

plant growth at this state of plant deve1oinent. Series III was 

not harvested until after seed production in October. Four plants 

of Plot 8, Series II and of ?lot 10, Series III, crovm mutilated, 

died. 

Plants in Series V were treated June 28, when the second crop 

buds were forming. The top growth was uniform on all plots and 

averaged 14 inches in height. The ground was very hard and dry. 

The treated plants showed marked wilting. Recovery was much 

slower ir. this series. 

None of the series received further treatment until the seed 
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crop was harvested, except that five racemes on each lant were 

tagged and the flowers counted fer each racerno. The total number 

of racemes per plant was also recorded. Considerable variation 

appeared in total racemes per jiant as well as ir. the number of 

pods set per plant. e slant in Flot 1, crown mutilated, of 

Series I, had a total of 1255 racemes. There was considerable 

variation in type of growth. Some plants made a very tall erect 

growth while others were short. Some were quite spreacIin. Pro- 

duction of pods was heavy. Seven plants in Plot 15, Series W 
and one in Plot 17, Series V, crown mutilated, died. Two plants 

in Plot 16, Series IV, were completely destroyed by gophers. 

Ohserve.tions viere also made as to maturity. Little variation 

in this respect occurred as all plants matured rather slowly, but 

uniformly, regardless of the treatment or the stase at which the 

treatment was applied. 

The data in Table 4 show the result of actual flowrs and 

seed pod counts mnde just US tho flowers wore cornin into full 

bloom and again after seed pods had formed. The total racemes 

per plot were in favor of lateral pruning at every stade of plant 

growth except in one case (after the first growth was removed) as 

compared to the no tÌeaent plots. It will be observed that in 

only one cese was there more than 20 per cent of the flowers that 

produced pods. The percentage of pods formed would not he suffi- 

cient to warrant harvesting a seed crop under field conditions. 

The same data are presented in Table 5 and Figure III, but comparth 
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the treatnients with the checks or no treatment p1ot given a value 

of 100. uith the exception of c.al racemos and average root 

diameter all factors favor lateral pruning. 

Every factor except total racenies is relatively higher than 

the no treatment. In each case lateral pruning is favored over 

tap root pruning. Tap root pruning is relatively low in these 

respects as compared to no treatment in every case except in the 

number of seed pods. Vthen compared to crown mutilation, tap root 

pruning is favored considerably, except in the two cases mentioned 

above. The data presented in Tables 4 and 5 are again shown in 

Table 6 and Figure IV. Here the data .re arraned so as to compare 

the various factors under consideration as to time of treating. 

Treating the plants when the first grovrth is eight inches high was 

arbitrarily selected as a standard for comparison and given a 

value of 1CC. Inspection of Figure IV shows that the number of 

seed pods arid total seed produced are the only factors relatively 

significant. It is of interest to note that where the treathents 

were applied when the first growth buds viere forming and the first 

growth unharvested, the total seed is relatively highest, but 

the number of pods is loiti as compared with first grovrth buds 

forming, hut first growth harvested. The negative correlation 

between number of seed pods and total seed may be explained as 

being due to two factors. First, that even though more pods were 

formed under conditions of later treating, the embryos did not 



Table 5 

Comparative Data on Alfalfa Plants Receiving No Treatment, 

* Flower s 
Total Racemes Flowers1 Stripped' 

Treatment Relative Relative Relative 
No. Value No. Value No. Value 

No Treatment 3305 100 4601 100 4083 100 

Crown Mutilation 3772 114.1 3970 86.3 3476 85.1 

Lateral Pruning 3180 96.2 4774 103.8 4168 102.1 

Tap Roots Pruned 2507 75.8 4454 96.8 3898 95.5 

1. Based on the count of 50 racemes per plot of 10 plants. 
* Flowers stripped refers to flowers that fell off. 
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Crown Mutilation, Lateral Root Pruning, and Tap Root Pruned, 
For All Five Series Combined. 

Average Top Ave. Root 
Seed Pods Total Seed Growth Diameter 

Relative Relative Relative Relative 
No. Value Grams Value Grams Value M.L1. Value 

518 100 25.02 100 18.37 100 1.137 100 

494 95.4 21.33 84.1 19.59 106.6 1.189 104.6 

606 117.0 28.14 112.5 17.67 96.2 1.152 101.3 

556 107.3 23.35 93.3 13.49 73.4 1.052 92.5 
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develop or only partial development occurred. Lrtin (28) stated 

that the b1astin of seed is duo to the arrested devolopLient of the 

embryo. He further stated that this arrestinent may he due to the 

plants' inability to furnish the proper viter and food supply for 

the maturing of seed durin drought, or it may be due to the patho- 

logical condition to which the seed is more susceptible under 

drought conditions. The other suggestion is that the later pruned 

plants had a relatively small root system in proportion to the top 

growth. This overbalanced top growth afforded a larde transpiring 

surface, loss gorging of water and consequent increased pod forma- 

tion, but insufficient root absorption to develop embryos. The 

plants treated when the first buds were forming and the first routh 

harvested had a small root surface and a small top growth, which 

provided a transpiring surface proportional o the root absorption 

surface favorable to embryo development. There was a reduction in 

pod formation. The other extreme existed in the case whore the 

treatment was applied when the first growth buds were forming, but 

the first growth allowed to produce seed. Here the root develop- 

ment was increased along with increased top growth setting up a 

balance less favorable for proper movement of water, but still the 

plants retained the ability to develop a comparatively greater 

number of embryos and few pods. 



Table 6 

Comparative Data on Alfalfa Plants Receiving Treatment 

Stages of *F].owers 

Plant Growth Total Racernes Flowers Stripped1 

Seriez Then Treatment Relative Relative Relative 
Was Applied No. Value No. Value No. Value 

First Growth 
I 8 inches 3884 100 4072 100 3723 100 

Not Harvested 

First Growth 

II Buds Forming 2050 52.8 3454 85.4 3005 80.7 

Harvested 

First Grovrth 
III Buds Forming 1846 47.5 3792 93.8 3461 93.0 

Not Harvested 

After First 
IV Growth 2463 63.4 3277 81.1 2764 74.2 

Removed 

Second Growth 

V Buds Forming 2521 64.9 3234 80.0 2672 71.8 

First Crop 
Harvested 

1. Based on the count of 50 racomes per plot of 10 plants. 
* Flowers stripped refers to flowers that fell off. 
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at Various Staes of Plant Growth 

- 

- Average Average 
Seed Pods' Total Seed Top Growth Root Diameter 

Relative Relative Relative Rela- 
No. Value Grams Value Grams Value M.M. tive 

Value 

319 1CO 15.18 

449 

331 

513 

140.7 24.02 

03.8 26.48 

160.8 15.25 

100 20.97 100 1.211 100 

158.2 14.87 70.91. 1.125 92.9 

174.4 22.76 lcS.53 1.159 95.7 

100.5 15.99 76.25 1.111 91.7 

562 176.2 16.90 111.3 11.80 56.27 1.057 87.3 
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Effect on Seed Yield. 

The toal and average seed yield is presented in Table 7, and also 

the probable error of the differences between treanent and no treat- 

aent and the probable error of the avera»s of averases. The great 

variation of individual zlant response characteristic of alfalfa vras 

quite expressive in all 1lots as indicated by the data. The first 

question that arose after observinC the recorded seed yield was 

whether the difference in results was really significant. The dif- 

ferences as shom by the probable error of the difference are not 

statistically significant when coxisiderin the specific stage of plant 

growth. By caloulatin the probable error of the averases of averages 

wherein the units are reduced the treatments indicate sorne statistical 

significance. The total seed yields for each treatment at the various 

stages of plant growth are shovm in Figure V. A study of the graph 

will show that even though the statistical difference is nob sigifi- 

cant, lateral pruning when the first buds are forniin and the first 

growth allowed to produce seed is to be favored over other tratraents. 

The effect upon seed. yield as indicated by an average of .675 ±.204 

(Table 7) for all treati.ents, when the first growth buds are forming 

and the first growth harvested, adds marked statistical significance. 

On the other hand in Table 8 the same data as in Table 7 are 

presented in comparing the time at which plant treatments wer applied. 

It will be observed that difference between time of applying any one 

treatment is not statistically significant. 



Table 7 
Total and Avera,e Seed Yields of Alfalfa Plants Receiv1n Various Treatments at 

Different Stages of Growth 

Stase of Plant Growth 'Vhen Troatment was Applied 
First Grot'rth, B inches : First Growth Buds Forming : First Growth Buds Forniin 

Not Harvested : Harvested : Not Harvested 
Treatment Seed Vfeight Compared Seed '.'Ieiht Compared : P : Seed 17eiht : Compared 

a 
: 

Grains Tith No :rlith No a Grams : : Grams : VFith No 
n _ : Ave. : Troatment : Trea-tment :Ave. : 

a 
: 

" Ave. 
: Treatment 

Total Per Diff. & 
Diff. & Total . Per . t Total Per 

: Diff. & 

: 

: Plant P. E. Flant 1 E. : Plant : p. E. 

No .366 .493 .469 
Treatment 10 3.665 k.351 10 4.930 .2'TO 10 4.690 t283 

Crown .526 .735 1.116 
!íutilrttion lO 5.265 t72 160r838 6 4.350 .40.5 .242t .436 6 6.695 ±1.072 .647t i.108 

Lateral .285 .576 
PruninL; 10 2.855 ±.236 .081t.422 10 5.765 .263 .O83t.376 10 12.725 tl.268- .80l,2G0 

ap Root .340 .898 .237 
Pruned 10 3.400 .243 .026 .426 10 8.980 .600 .405 .657 10 2.370 tQ94 .232 .294 



Table 7, Continued 

S1a of Plant Crowth Then Treatment was Aoplied 
After First Growth . Second Growth Buds 'orming : probable Error of 

Removed : Harvested 

Treatment P : : Jom1)rec 

: 
Seed Weight : With No 

: i 

: 

: 
. 

: Seed Ueiht Compared Average of 

a Grams . Treatitent a 
: urarns 

With No 

Total Ave. Diff. & 
: 

t Ave : 

Treatneni) Averages 

Per 
: 

P. E. 
: : Total Per 

Plant 
: : Plant 

No .754 .419 
Treatment 10 7.540 *357 10 4.195 t.263 .500 .137 

Crown .497 .392 

Mutilation 3 1.490 .169 .257.394 9 3.530 t.236 .027k .353 .653 t .281 

Lateral .394 3ß5 
Pruning 8 3.150 t.249 .360 t,435 10 3.650 t.236 .054± .353 .578 .272 

Tap Root .307 ,553 
Pruned 10 3.075 t.155 447t,38 10 5.528 t.364L ]34t .364 .46T t .117 
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Table 8 

Total and Average Seed Yield of Alfalfa Plants at Different Stages of Plant Grovrth 
When Various Treatments Viere Applied 

No Treatment Crown Mutilation 

Stage of : : Seed Weicht :Compared with ¡ : Seed Vleight :Compared Viith 

Plant Growth : : Grams :First Growth; ¡ - 
: Grams :First Growth 

When Treatment : : Ave. Per : 8 inches ¡ : Ave. Per: 8 inches 

Cn: Was Applied '- Total : Plant :Diff. & P. E. : :Total : Plant :Diff. & F. E. 

First Growth 
8 Inches 10 3.665 .366+.351 10 5.265 .526-4-.762 

Not harvested 

First Growth 
II Buds Forming 

Harve sted 

First Growth 
III Buds Forming 

Not Harve zted 

After First 
IV Growth 

Removed 

lO 4.930 .493+.270 .127 4.442 

10 4.690 .469±.283 .103-t .450 

10 7.540 .754-t.357 .388+.500 

6 4.350 .735-4-.405 .209D.862 

6 6.695 l.116l.072 .590t1.315 

3 1.490 .497-.169 .029.780 

Second Growth 
V Buds ForminC 10 4.195 .419+-.263 .O53.438 9 3.530 .392-4-.236 .l34--.797 

Harve sted 



Table 8, Continued 

Stao of : Lateral Prunin Tap Root ?riif : Probable 
Plant Growth: : Seed Yteiht; Compared :Seed Teiht : Compared : Error 

'a Then Treat- : Grams : with First : : Grams : with First : of __________ 
.v. ment Uas : : : Ave. : Growth; 8 : : : Ave. : Growth; 8 : Averaçe of 
e Applied : :Total : Per : inches : :Totai: Por : inches Averajes 

Fiant : Diff.& P.E.:: : Plant : Diff.& P.E. 
First Growth 

I 6 inches 10 2.855 j..285 10 3.400 .340 .379 ±.236 
Not Harvested .236 .243 

First Growth 
II Buds Forming 10 5.765 ..576 .291 t.353 10 8.980 --8 ±" .675 ±.2C'4 

Harvested .283 

First Growth 
11.1 Buds Forming 10 12.726 -rl.272 .13411.289 10 2.370 -r.237 .l03.260 .773 ±.422 

Not Harvested 1.268 _.094 

- 
After First 

IV Growth .O 3.150 -p.394 .109 .343 10 3.075 .307 .033 t.288 .488 .123 
Removed .249 .155 

Second Growth 
V Buds Forming 10 3.650 +.365 .080333 10 5.538 .553 .213 -p.437 .432-.l40 

Harvested .236 
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Depth of Pruning. 

The plants in Series VI, Figure I, were tap root pruned on 

April 18 at six different depths and in each case the first growth 

was retained for seed production. Plants pruned at depths of 6 

and 12 inches showed distinct wilting after root pruning. i1ting 

was less apparent in the plants pruned at 15, 18 and 21 inch depths. 

The riants pruned at a depth of 24 inches showed little wilting. 

There ;vs considerable variation in height and type of plant growth 

in plants when pruned at the saine depth. In general the plant rowth 

inereaed in direct proportion to the depth of pruning, that is, 

those plants pruned 18, 21, and 24 inches made a much larger 

growth than those pruned at 6, 12 and 15 inches. 

The plants pruned at 24 inches showed little difference in 

plant growth and produced 1.3 per cent less pods than did plants 

receivin no pruning (Table 9). 

There was considerable variation in average seed weight per 

plant for the diferent plants pruned at different depths. This 

condition was duo to the individual plant variation and the small 

number of plants used. These variations make definite interpre- 

tatioiie regarding the data rather difficult. It would be necessary 

to repeat the experiment, using a gr ator number of plants, before 

definite conclusions could be stated. It will be observed, how- 

ever, fror the data presented in Table 9 that plants pruned at a 

depth of 9 inches produced 91.5 per cent more seed than the check 



Table 9 

The effect of root prunin at various depths on seed production. 

Seed 
Depth of No. oî No. of Ib. of Flo;7ers Seed Pods Ave. Th. Relative Compared with 
Pruning Plants Racemes Flovrers Stripped Formed Grams Value Io Pruning 

No Pruning Diff. P.E. 

None1 10 50 997 92.6 7.4 .469±.233 100 

6" 12 56 910 86.6 13.4 .338.± .142 72.1 .131±.213 

10 50 917 85.5 14.5 .898t..600 191.5 .429..447 

12" 12 59 922 89.7 10.3 .456..t.323 97.2 .013±.289 

15" 6 25 410 87.6 12.4 .l78.159 37.9 .291.2l8 

18" 3 15 222 77.9 22.1 .735-.282 156.7 .266±.269 

21" 3 15 214 85.1 14.9 .4l8.265 89.1 .051±.261 

24" 3 15 295 93.9 6.1 .278.179 59.3 .19l.226 

1. No treathent plot, Serios III, used as a check. 
2. Series II used for comparison. 
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1ant where the same uiumer of plants were used. The probable 

error ±.6OO is very high for the average seed weight of the plants 

pruned 9 inches, consequently the difference of .429 is not 

statistically siCnificant as is readily seen by its probable error 

of t.447. 

The results indicato that pruning the tap root at a depth of 

9 inches would have a greater influence on seed production and 

would he more practical as the soil under ordinary field practice 

is usually plowed nearer to that depth than deeper. 

Relation of Seed to Top Grow-th. 

At the time the present problem was outlined and after review- 

inc; the literature, the ouestion arose as to any sinificant re- 

lationship that might exist between top rovrth and seed production. 

In discussing work with certain fertilizers, Noble (32) stated that 

"if the hay yields are increased 100 per cent the seed yields are 

increased in the same proportion." The work of Graber et al (12) 

suggested certain relationships of top rawth to seed production. 

To determine whether there was any correlation between 

vegetative growth and seed production the top growth of each 

plant from the five series of root pruning plots was weighed before 

threshing the seed (Table 10). A correlation coefficient of .6504- 

.029 was found between weight of seed and weight of top growth, 

using a total of 182 plants (Figure L. This indicates that with 

an increase in top growth there is a direct proportional increase 

in the production of seed. 



Table lo 

Total and AveraCe Top Grovrth Veiht of Alfalfa Plants 

: : Crown !utilation : 1iteral Prtuiin 
: Stage of : : Top Çrowth :Seed 1t. : :Top Growth :Seed Wt. 
:Plant Growth-:Total: Ave. :Total: Ave.: -: Total:Ave. :Total: Ave. 

. : : : Vit. : Vît. : Th. : Tt.: : Vit. : Wt. : 7t. : TTt. 
:Grarns: Grnis. :Gras: Grras: : Grarns:rm.:Grris.:Grms. 

First Growth 
I 3 inches lO 234.4 23.44 5.265 .526 10 267.4 26.74 2.855 .285 

Not Harvested 

First Growth 
II Buds Forming 6 75.0 12.50 4.350 .735 10 138.3 13.83 5.765 .576 

Harve s ted. 

First Growth 
III Buds Forming 6 155.5 25.92 6.695 1.116 10 305.8 30.58 12.725 1.272 

Not Harvested 

After First 
ir Growth 3 66.8 22.26 1.490 .497 8 74.3 9.29 3.150 .394 

Removed. 

Second Growth 
V Buds Forming 9 124.6 13.84 3.530 .392 10 79.1 7.91 3.650 .365 

Harve s ted 
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Root Pruned at Different Staes of Plant Growth 

Tap Root Pruned* - : No eatment 
Top Grow-th : Seed Vit. : : Top Growth : Seed Vit. 

:Total : Ave. : Total : Ave.: : Total ¡ Ave.: Total : Ave. 
Vit. : Vit. : Vit. : Vit.:: Vit. : VTI.: Ut. : Vit. 

' :Grams :Grams ¡ Grams :Grams: : Grains :Grams: Grains : Grains 

10 136.4 13.14 3.400 .340 10 200.8 20.08 3.665 .366 

10 152.0 15.20 8.980 .898 10 179.6 17.96 4.930 .493 

10 153.9 15.39 2..70 .237 10 191.5 19.15 4.690 .469 

10 111.3 11.13 3.075 .307 10 212.8 21.28 7.540 .754 

10 121.0 12.10 5.523 .553 10 133.7 13.37 4.195 .419 
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Root Development. 

The roots of all plants in Series I to V, inclusive, of the 

root pruning trials were removed from the soil at a depth of 18 

inches after the seed crop had been harvested. The percentae 

of roots showing actual effect of root pruning and crown mutila- 

tion is shown in Table 11. The effect of crown mutilation caused 

a marked enlargement of the crovm (Plates V, L, XIII, XVII, ai). 

A slight reduction in root diameter occurred in all series except 

Series IV, as compared to lateral priming. The increased root 

development of this one 11ot rny be attributed to the increased 

soil area per root as only three plants survived. Considering 

the average of averases for the four types of treatment, however, 

i-t is shown in Table 12 that crown mutilation with a diameter of 

l.189±.077 tends to increase root development and that this 

difference is statistically significant. Crown mutilation also 

reduced lateral root development as compared to the no treatuent 

plants (Plates VIII, XII, XVI, XX, XXIV). The plants lateral 

pruned all showed 1CO per cent effect of root prunin. The root 

diameter of 1.152±.087 for the avera;e of avorages for lateral 

pruning is statistically significant as shown by the probable error 

(Table 12). The development Of an enlarged tap root with numerous 

fine fibrous lateral roots was characteristic of all roots lateral 

pruned (Plates vI, X, XIII, XVIII, xxii). 

The plants tap root pruned showed 100 per cent effect of prun- 



Table 11 

Number and per cent of a]tlfa roots showing effect of treatment applied at various 

stases of plant rowth. Also condition of root development. 

Stase of Plant No. Roots Showing 
Series Growth Then Treaent of Treatment Condition of Root Development 

Treatment was Roots No. % 
Applied 

Crown Liutilation lo 10 100 
__________ 

ilarjed cro;vns. 
Lateral Prunthe; 10 10 1CO Development of fibrous roots 6" 

First Growth below erow. 
8 inches Tap root pruned 10 lO 100 Abundant Grovrth of fibrous roots at 

Unharvested. point where tap root ias cut off. 
Mar branch roots. 

No treatment 10 l 100 Well developed tap root with laterals 
. 

or branch roots. 
Crown 1.utilation 6 6 100 nlared croym, reduction of root 

diameter. 

First Gro-th Lateral Pruning 10 10 100 Development of fihros roots alon 
II Buds tap root.Increase in diameter over 

Forming. other plots. 
ist Crop Tap root pruned 10 6 60 Fibrous roots developed at place of 
Harvestcd. root pruning. Root diameter smaller 

than other plots. 
No treathent 10 10 100 Vieil developed tap root with laterals 

or branch roots. 

Crown Eutilation 6 6 100 ilared crowns, much branching of 
First Growth roots, larger roots than those of 

III Buds Series II, but smaller than those 
Formin. of Series I. 

Unharvesteci. Lateral Prunin 10 10 100 En1ared tap roots,much fibrous root 
development. Roots larger than 
erios Ind 1. 

- 



Table li Continued 

Sta?P1cn iro. Roots Shovrin 
____________________________ 

Series growth When Treatment of Treatment Condition of Root D3V8lO)meflt 
Treatment vías Roots Tío. % 

App i i ed 
First grovrth lap root pruiied 10 8 80 Fibrous roots developed at place of 

buds root priming. Root diameter smaller 
III formin&. than series I. 

(cant.) Unharvestect. No treatment 10 10 100 Uuoh branching cf roots. Diameter 
smaller than Series I and II. 

Crown ntilation 3 3 100 lared crowns, soiiewhat reduced 
root develoj'rnent with much branch- 

After first 
growth Lateral pruning 

, 

8 8 100 I.:arked reduction in root development. 
removed. . Development of fibrous roots. 

Iv ap root pruned 10 6 60 Fibrous roots developed at place of 
First cröp prunin. Root diam. sliLhtly reducñ. t 

harvested. Io treabnent 10 10 100 Larde tap roots and much branching. 
Diam. larger than other treatments 
except crown mutilation. Lrer 
than_Series_II,_III,_and_V. _______________________________________________ - - 

Crovn riutilation 9 9 100 Enlarged crms, slight rethiction in 
tap root development. 

Second growth Lateral pruning io2 o loo Development of fibrous roots alone 
V buds tap root. Diarn. of roots below 

fornin. that of Serios I, II, and III. 
First crop Tap root pruned 10 8 80 Ahmdant growth of fibrous roots at 

harvesled. place of pruning. Root diam. smaller 
thancther treatments, except no 
treatment. 

No treatment 10 10 100 Fair tap root development with few 
laterals. 

1. Gophers destroyed two plants and cut off two more pits so that efeot of prs 
difficult to determine. 

2. One plant was cut off by gophers so effect of prunin was difficult to determine. 



Table 12 

The Root Diameters of Alfalfa Plants When Various Treatments 

- Stases of Plant Growth Vlhen Treatment 'tas Applied 
:1st Growth 8 inches - : ist Growth,l3uds ist Growth,Buds 

Not Harvested : Forming;Harvested :Forming,not Ear. 
Treathent : Ave. Diaiu.Co'nparod :Âve. Diam.:Compared : :Ave.: Com- 

M. M. :With No : : M. M. :With No : :Diam pared 
:Treatment: : :Treat- : : M.: With 
:Diff.&P.E: :ment :: :No Treat- 

:Diff.&P.E; : : ment 
r--I . . ..-I. . .'fl 

P-i 

: P.E. 

I'To 

Treatment 10 1.253162 10 1.13O.l62 10.l46 
- .148 

Crown 
Mutilation 10 l.221t.162 .042't.228 6 1.1124.115 -t.0l8 641.1924.080 

.171 - .202-.285 

Lateral 

Pruning 10 l.244-t.263 .019t.292 10 1.245+.135 4.115 iO.41.291-h179 

-.210 .189 .276 

Tap Root 
Pruned 10 1.116+.175 .1471.238 10 1.012-,094 +.118 l0.042-r.070 

'-.187 _.209 .290 
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Were Applied at Different Stases of Plant Growth 

Probable 

After ist Growth : Second Growth; Buds : Error 

Removed Forming; Harvested : of 

Ave. Diaxn. Compared : : Ave. Dim. ': Compared: Average of 
M. M. : With No : -: M. M. : With No Averases 

Treatment : Treatment 
Diff.&P.E. : c-: : Diff.& P.E; 

10 l.146-t.148 10 1.033+.162 l.l37.l75 

3 l.350t.222 .204t.266 9 l.072t.l35 .139+.210 l.189#.077 

8 0.907-g..175 .2391.229 10 l.075+-.189 142t.248 l.152t.087 

10 1.0404.249 .lO6.289 10 l.049t.162 .016-i-.229 l.052.083 



ing in Series I, but only 60 per cent effect in Series II and TV, 

and 80 per cent effect inì Series III and V (Table 11). While the 

averae of averaes root diameter l.052±..)83 (Table 12) is small, 

the roots were exceptionally outstandin in type of root develop- 

ment. The peculiar development of rrnmerous fibrous roots at the 

peint of prunin are shovrn in Platea VII, XI, XV, XIX, XXIII. 

A study of the data presented in Table 13 shows that the 

:reatest increase in root diameter occurred in Serie3 I considering 

all types of treabnent. 0f the later treatments, Series III shows 

the greatest development in root diameter. The smallest. levelopment 

of roots occurred in Series V. 

EFFECT OF FERTILE R TRTLT A1D HAIVESTING AT 
DIFFERT STAGS OF PLANT GROE'ITH 

Previous InvestiCations 

The application of cormercial fertilizers used in the produc- 

tion of v&rious farm and garden crops have usually resulted in 

greatly stimulating plant rovrth and in zone instances has in- 

creased the reproductive ability of the plants. The addition of 

certain elements, contained in commercial fertilizers, to the 

soil tends to influence base exchane capacity to the effect that 

certain elements are held in the soil in a form unavailable to the 

plant or exist in what is termed a ttfixedtt condition until in the 

presence of some other ion, due to proper ionization and 1eachin 

processes they become chanted to a form available for niant use. 



Table 13 

The Root Diameters of Alfalfa Plants at Different Staes of Plant Growth IThen 
Various Treathents 7ere Applied 

:Stage of Plant: o Treatment : : Crovm Mutilation : : l.tera1 1-uning 
Growth When : :Compared : :Corprec1 : : : Compared 

:Treatment 'ias : 
- :Ave. Diam.: ruth : 

- :Ave. Diarn.: With : :Ave. Diam.: With 

Applied : ¡ L!. . ¡Ser ie I : 
L. L. :Series I ¡ : L!. i. : eries I 

:Diff.&P.E.: '- 
: :Diff.&P..: : : Diff.& P.E. 

First Growth 
8 inches 10 l.263±.l62 10 1.221t.162 10 1.244x.263 

Not Harvested 

First Growth 
II Buds Formin 

Harvested 

First Growth 
III Buds Forming 

Not Harvested 

After First 
IV Growth 

Removed 

Second Growth 
V Buds Forming 

Harvested 

10 1.130±.162 .133s-.229 G l.112±.115 .109±.198 10 l.245t.135 .00lt.295 

10 1.1121.202 .l5lt.258 G l.192.202 .029±.258 10 1.291-r.89 .047±.323 

10 l.l46,148 .l17±.219 3 l.350t.222 .129±'.274 8 0.907±.175 .337t.315 

10 1.033.162 230t.229 9 1.072.135 .149r.210 10 1.075±.180 .169t.323 



Table 13, Continued 

stage of Plant Tap Root Pruned Probable 
: Growth When : : Compared With ¡ Error of 

Treatment Was : : Ave. Diain. : Series I Average 
: Applied : M. LI. : Diff. & p. E. : of Averages 
First Growth 

I 8 inches 10 l,l16T.175 1.211±.097 
Not Harvested 

First Growth 
II Buds Forming 10 1.012f.094 .104±.198 l.1251!.064 

Harve sted 

First Growth 
III Buds Forming 10 1.042t.209 .074t.272 l.159±.l00 

Not Harvested 

After First 
IV Growth 10 l.040.249 .076±.304 l.11it.101 

Removed 

Second Growth 
V Buds Forming 10 l.049Tt.162 .067.238 l.057.08l 

Harvested 
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The exehane capacity of certain Jant and soil conpounds provides 

the proper C/Ii ratio for vegetative and reproducîve response. 

There are several factors that have been shovm to be responsible 

for influencing the proper c/ii ratio such as unfavorable condì- 

tions of nutrition and water supply as suested by Heinicke (17). 

Different conditions of rioisture and fertility which tond to es- 

tablish a high nitroen and low carbohydrate condition in the plant 

rere found by Graber (11) to be very unfavorable to seed setting. 

It is the proportion of carbohydrates to insoluble nitroCen as 

observed by Nightina1e (31) and not the total amount of them which 

determine the type of rowth niade by plants. Thi1e insoluble 

nitro;en may be the most significant form of nitrogen be 

certain fractions of the soluble nitrogen vrhich directly affect 

the responses made by the plant. The ability of a plant to make 

use of available elements may influence reproduction. At least 

thinabi1ity on the part of the plants to synthesize nitrates, 

according to Nihtina1e (31) into insoluble foriiis of nitrogen as 

rapidly as the nitrates are absorbed by the roots on account of 

the lack of sufficient carbohydrates. Conditions rosultin in a 

decrease in available soluble nitroen without simultaneously 

decreasinC the carbohydrate supply h3 found, resulted in a very 

high proportion of carbohydrates to insoluble nitrogen and produced 

a weak vegetative and unfruitful tomato plant. 

The application of certain fertilizers may influence favorably 
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the C/N ratio is shovm by MoClymonds (29) where PhosPhorus was the 

only plant food that cave definite results in Idaho. 'oble (32) 

found that superphosphate increased soed yields only in proortion 

to increased ay yields. No significant increase in seed setting 

was observed by IJeRostie (30) in tests with ammonium phosphate and 

triple superphosphate in the Red River Valley, Canada. 

The plots in all cases produced the largest seed yield where 

the first growth was unharvested and allowed to produce seed. 

Present Investiations 

The data presented in Tatle 14 indicate considerable varia- 

tion in effect of fertilizers used. The tdots receiving treble 

phosphate and those receiving gypsum showed a marked increase in 

vegetative growth and a high per cent of flowers. It will be 

observed that per cent of pods formed does not correspond to the 

actual seed produced. This situation is larely attributed to 

the large nuiiber f pods produced where seed blasting or failure 

of ovule development took place. 

ffect 
.2 

Maturity. 

In every case regardless of the fertilizer applied and where 

no fertilizer was applied, the plots producing seed from the third 

growth matured about 20 to 25 days earlier as cornpartd to the 

other top ro;ith treatments. The plots producing seed from the 

second growth in each series matured 10 to 15 days later than the 

plots producing seed from the third rowth. Plots clipped 



Table 14 

The ffecb of Certain Ferti].izers on Alfalfa Seed Production as Related o 

Various Top Grovrth Treabnents 

ist 
- 

lst and 2nd 

Clipped Crop Harvest9d Crop Harvest6d Unharvested Totals 
Series Fertilizer Pods Total Pods Total Pods Total 

- 

Pods Total Podi Total 
Seed Seed Seed Seed Seed 

- 

Grams Grams Grams Grams Grams 

I None 0.25 .245 2.5 .905 1.5 .965 6.0 .965 10.25 3.080 

II Treble- 

phosphate 1.0 .590 3.0 .665 5.0 .475 12.0 1.745 10.10 3.475 

III Sodium 
nitrate 0.0 .655 5.0 .715 2.0 .585 9.0 .430 16.00 2.385 

IV None 5.0 .825 5.5 .405 3.0 .215 7.0 .135 20.50 1.580 

V Gypsum 0.25 .125 0.25 .015 4.5 .265 iD.O .ic'o 20.00 .595 

VI None 5.0 .755 5.0 .695 0.25 .900 6.0 .755 16.25 3.105 

VII I.iuriate of 
Potash 3.0 .460 1.0 .210 0.5 .150 10.0 

Total 14.50 3.655 22.25 3.610 16.75 3.555 65.0 

Lime 7.0 

Lime and sodium nitrate 5.5 
VIII Lime and treble-phosphate 10.0 

Lime and muriate of potash 7.0 

Totals show comparative effect of fertilizers on pod and seed p: 

.320 14.50 1.140 

4.540 

.270 

.080 

.125 

oduction. 



repeatedly when 6 inches high until June 1 matured 5 to 10 days 

later than plots producing seed from th second growth. Plants in 

the plots producing seed from the first grow±h in each series were 

slow to mature. The time of maturity ranged from 20 to 25 days 

later than the earliest maturing plots. 

Plants producing seed from the first growths in the plots 

where combined fertilizers vrero applied matured slightly earlier 

than those plants unharvested in the other series. 

The results obtained show no immediate effect of fertilizer 

on plant maturity. When the top growth is harvested in the early 

bud formation stage and the third growth retained for seed produc- 

tion, earl,' imaturity results. Successive clipping at short period 

intervals tended to retard matuity. Plants producing seed frani 

the first growth were late in maturing. This marked lateness in 

maturity may be attributed to the increased secondary growth 

present which tends to prolong maturity. 

The work here reported covers only onìe season so the results 

are rather difficult to interpret. 

EFFECT 0F MOISTURE MID SOIL TYPE ON SEED SETTIiG 
UNDER GREE10USE C0DITI0NS 

Previous Investigations 

Lloisture conditions have been found to exert an important 

effect on seed setting in alfalfa. Blinn (2) found at the Colorado 

Experiment Station that alfalfa seed. failed to set under field 

conditions probably because of the abnormally wet weather during 
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the sprin and sunirner months, yet plants :rown in cernent pots 

which received heavy applications of '.7ator set seed fairly well. 

7hen water in varying amounts was applied to plents rovm in 

cernent pots, the results did not show that alfalfa seed yields 

could be controlled by the application of any definite amount of 

water. 

Previous to this work of Blinn (2) a detailed sdy by 

Martin (28) set forth the basic facts that germination of pollen 

depends upon a trier-like mechanism which goes off when the 

required noisture is at hand and the amount of moisture is equal 

to that which the pollen can obtain from approximately saturated 

air. The two factors controlling the moisture are the air and 

substratum with which the pollen is in contact. 

Westgate et al (41) in studying Follination of red clover 

stated that mierochernical tests of the of red clover f1o1crs 

show no sugar or starches present. It is probable that the only 

function of the -ma in the germination of the pollen is that of 

8upplying the requisite amount of moisture to the pollen. If 

such is the function of the stigma, a wet soil or humid atmosphere 

both of which tend to increase the water content of the stigma may 

allow the iollen to absorb too much water and thus prevent fertiliza- 

tion. On the other hand, Hollowell (20) reports that soil moisture 

whether low, medium or high did not prevent the setting of red 

clover seed when plants were grown in the field or under controlled 



conditions. A limited water-supply which will produce a slow and 

even vegetative growth is found most desIrable for seed production 

according to Canson and Stewart (6). The amount required will 

probably vary with soil conditIons and seasons. 

Present Investigations 

Seed Yield.. 

The results of the present study with soil roisture in rela- 

tion to seed setting were quite variable. The plants rwñ in the 

Amity clay soil appeared to make the same type of growth as those 

plants in the Chehalis sandy loam soil. The plants maintained at 

15 per cent soil saturation made comparatively short plant growth 

and produced no flowers. 

Plants maintathed at 30 per cent saturation made a heavier 

and taller growth, producing some flower buds. The buds failed 

to develop. Those plants maintained at 30 per cent soil saturation, 

but received an application of treble-phosphate showed no difference 

as compared with plants receivinE no fertilizer. The plants main- 

tamed at 50 per cent saturation made a very tall growth, produced 

few stems and sot flowers fairly heavy. The flowers were hand 

tripped and a heavy set of pods resulted. The rlant grown in 

Chehalis sandy loam produced fewer stems and leaves and blossomed 

slightly earlier. 

The plants grown under conditions equivalent to 80 por cent 

soil s turation produced a heavier ¿rowt}i of 1aves and stems than 
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any of the levier soil saturations. No flower buds were produced. 

Numerous adventitious leaf stems were produced in the leaf axils. 

The plant crown in the Amity clay loam soil appeared to make a 

somewhat viny type of rcwth. 

Temperature as Related to Tripping. 

The temper&ture would occasionally rise to nearly 1000 F. 

durinc the middle of the day in the reenhouse while the flowers 

were in blossom. By standing near the flowers durîn this period, 

automatic tripping could be heard taking place. This interesting 

feature of automatic Çlower tripping corresponds to the statements 

of Piper et al (), that autoiatic trippinc takes place in the 

field under conditions of increased heat and sunshine. By the 

application of heat, as by the use of a magnifying class or the 

proximity of a lighted cigarette, Dwyer (lo) easily demonstrated 

automatic tripping. This reaction he states should therefore result 

from the loss of moisture and consequent diminution of' cell tension. 

man ordinary drying ovon Dwyer (io) found that first trippinc 

coziienced at 1010 F. and instantaneous tripping of al]. flowers ws 

obtained at 1040 F. and upwards. FloviArs suspended in stean over 

heated water cornnenced trippinc at 102° F. F1owrs actually im- 

mersed in water which had been heated connenced tripping at 1000 

and with increasing facility as the water used was made warmer 

until all the matured flowers tripped at the maximum temperature 

of 108° F. It is of interest to note that the tripping commenced 



at approximately the same temperature under the most diverse 

moistur3 conditions, namely, of a dryin oven and actual suspen- 

sion in steam and water. Dwyer (10), hoviever, concluded that 

unless flowers have previously reached a certain stase of turgidity 

induced by favorable moisture conditions this temperature factor 

may be largely nullified. 



surAiY AMD COIICLUSIONS 

1. The success1ul production of other forage crojs for seed 

in the '.'íillamette Valley indicates the possibilities of alfalfa 

seed production. As yet, however, practically no alfalfa seed is 

being produced in this section of the state. 

2. Previous investigations consider seed setting in relation 

to automatic and artificial tripping, insect pollination, pollen 

sterility, atmospheric and soil moisture, and breeding. The 

studies reported herein, however, consider seed setting in rela- 

tion to root pruning. 

3. A coriparison of the climatalogical records from the Uintah 

Basin, Utah, with those of Corvallis, Oregon, indicates that even 

though the Uintah Basin has an elevation of 5,000 feet s compared 

to 266 feet at Corvallis, higher tempeatures exist at the former 

place. The averae annual precipitation over a period of twelve 

years at Corvallis, Oregon, is 36.75 inches; over five times that 

for the Uintah 3sin. During the period of Juno, July nd Autist 

the precipitation at Corvallis is lese than at the Uintah Basin 

for the saine period. This factor coupled with the fairly high 

temperatures and high per cent of clear days represents a conditiaì 

favorable to pod setting and seed production. 

The average rnLther of frost-free days is 205.92 at Corvallis, 

Oregon, indicating a period sufficiently lon for seed pod fer- 

uittÖn and maturing of seeds. 
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4. Little work has been done in rearc1 to root prunth of 

alfalfa in relati.on to seed production. Considerable variation 

appeared in total racemes and number of pods set per Plant. The 

type of plant ¿rorth also varied between individual plants. The 

total racemes per plot were in favor of lateral prunin at every 

sta,e of plant growth except in one caso (after the first growth 

was removed) as comjared to the no treatnent plots. The percentage 

of pods formed would not be sufficient to \'Jarrant harvesting a seed 

crop under field conditions. Every factor except total racemes is 

relatively hiher than the no treatment. In each case lateral 

pruning is favored over tap root pruning. TaF root pruning is 

relatively low in these respects as compared to no treatment in 

every case except in the number of seed pods. When compared to 

crown mutilation, tap root pruning is favored considerably, except 

in total racemes and nuriber of seed pods. 

5. There was a negative correlation betvreen number of seed 

pods and total seed. It may be explained as being due to two 

factors. First, that even though more pods wore formed under con- 

ditions of later treating, the embryos did not develop, or only 

partial development occurred. The other suggestion is tÍat the 

later pruned plants had a relatively small root system in propor- 

tion to the top growth. This over-balanced to1 rovrth afforded a 

large transpiring surface, less gorging of water and consequent 
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increased pod formation, but insufficient root absorption to 

develop embryos. The plants treated when the first buds wore 

forming and the first growth harvested had a small root surface and 

a small top growth, which provided a transpiring surface proportion- 

al to the rool absorption surface favorable to embryo development, 

but a reduction in pod formation. 

Plants treated as above but the first growth allowed to 

produce seed resulted in increased root development alon with 

increased top growth, a balance less favorable for proper movement; 

of water, hut still the plants retained the ability to develop a 

comparatively greater number of embryos and few pods. 

6. The differences in seed yield as shown by the probable 

error of the difference are not statistically significant for any 

one treatment when considering the specific stage of plant growth. 

The probable error of the average of averaes of the treatments 

indicates some statistical significance. Iteral pruning when 

the buds are formin' and the first rowth allowed. to produce seed. 

is to be favored over other treatments. The effect upon seed 

yield as indicated by the average of .675±.204 for all treatments, 

when the first grorrt' buds aro forming and the first rowth har- 

vested adds marked statistical igtificance. 

7. In eneral, regarding depth of pruning, it may be said 

that plant growth increased in direct proportion to the depth of 

pruning. Plants pruned at a depth of 9 inches produced 91.5 per 
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cenb more seed than the check plants, hut the difference is not 

considered statistically significant. Due to the individual 

plant variation and the small number of plants used, definite con- 

elusion cannot be drawn. 

8. A correlation coefficient of .G5O.G2as found between 

weight of seed and weight of top growth, usin a total of 182 

plants. This indicates that with an increase in top ¿'rowth there 

is a direct proporational increase in the production of seed. 

9. The effect of crown mutilation caused a marked en1arement 

of the crovm, and a slight reduction in root diameter. The plants 

lateral pruned developed an enlarged tap root with numberous 

fibrous lateral roots. Those plants tap root pruned developed 

nwnerous fibrous roots at the point of pruning. 

10. Fertilizer application in all cases produced the largest 

seed yield where the first rowth was unharvested and allowed to 

produce seed. Plants producing seed from the third growth matured 

20 to 25 days earlier than other top growth treabrients. Lich 

variation in effect of fertilizers occurred and it is alrost im- 

possible to drar definite conclusions. 

il. Studies with soil moisture in relation to seed setting 

gave quite variable results. The plants grown in the Amity clay 

soil appeared to make the same type of growth as those clants in 

the Chehalis sandy loam soil. Plants maintained at 50 per cent 

saturation iiade a very tall rovrth, produced fewer stems and set 
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flowrrs fairly, resulting in heavy pod fortaation. The plants at 

this saturation in the Chehalis sandy loam produced fewer stems 

and lcaves and blossomed slightly earlier. Under conditions of 

incroased temperature automatic flower tripping could be heard 

taking place in the greenhouse. 

12. The results obtained indicate, although not definitely 

proved, that there is a significant relationship between root re- 

serves and seed oroduction. Through root pruning experiments this 

relationship has been found to be most :avorable to seed producti 

when physiological disturbances in the plant absorbing surface 

take place durin early plant growth. The proper water absorption 

and subsequent translocation of plant nutrients as a result of this 

physiological disturbance appear to bring about a nutritional bal- 

ance favorable to embryo development. 

If the available moisture supply is insufficient during early 

flovrer development vthen increased transpiration occurs further re- 

productive activities ii11 cease and dropping of flowrs will take 

place. When the physiological disturbance brings about a condition 

favorable only to pod formation, embryo development may fail to 

occur. On the other hand conditions favoring increased root de- 

velopment fol1owin a physiological disturbance may cause gorging 

of the conductive tissue and a stimulation of vegetative cells 

due to an over-supply of moisture, resulting in the development of 

flow3rs and adventitious leaves and stems. 



Physiological disturbance of the conductive system in the 

subterranian region brings to attention a factor in relation to 

seed production, the exact value of which can only he definitely 

determined through additional study. A inicrochemical study of 

localization of plant nutrients; the residual effects on length of 

plant life; soil capillarity and pollen tube activity are problems 

suggested as further lines of investigation with regard to root 

prunIng. 

With the adaptation of suitable power driven machinery and 

proper physiological deductions, it seems reasonable to conclude, 

although further investigations are necessary, that practical field 

operations may be undertaken when alfalfa may he grown in rows and 

root pruning applied. Under conditions existing in the (illamette 

Valley, alfalfa seed production may be materially increased on 

those soils better adapted to alfalfa culture. 

It is of interest to note that the ty'e of root development 

may be modified. This corroborates results of other investigators 

who have recently shown that there is not a tendency for one alfalfa 

to produce more branched roos than others. The inference that a 

large top growth, heretofore regarded as undesirable for proper 

seed production, will demand reconsideration in light of a positive 

correlation between top growth and seed yield. 

Further studies in regard to fertilizers as related to seed 

production are being instituted in various sections of the country 



and their results may add importance to the variable results now 

obtained. Vigorous growth accompanied by proper heat and moisture 

upon suitable soil may influence carbohydrate nitrogen relations 

and also induce increased pistillate secretions stimulating insect 

activity and consequent reproductive development. 

The harvesting of one or two crops of hay in the early bud 

stage previous to seed production growth, under the long season 

condition of the 7illainette Valley, would facilitate seed produc- 

tion if moisture and nutritional conditions were favorable for 

reproduction. Successive short intervals of clipping during early 

growing stages retard seed maturity. 
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Block t.. The sones of a1falf riots root jruned and crown mutilated 
at various stages of riant growth in early blooming staue on the 

F. R. Benefiel farm, Corvallis, Oregon, 1931. 





Plate III 

Block B. The sries of alfalfa fertilizer plot5 harvt'd at difTerent 
6taes of plant row±h, in early bloornin staue on the Linn Farm, 

Oregon Experiment Station, 1931. 



Plate IV 

stages of plant growth, in mature or seed stage on the Linn Farm, 

Oregon Experiment Station, 1931. 



Plate V 

Eeries I, :lot 1. Alfalfa roots crown mutilat3d v3n top rovz-th was 
8" hi.h. The first growth was retained for seed. 



Plate VI 

-- - 

high. The first growth was retc.ined for seed production. 
The arrovs indicate where tap roots 7ere severed during treatment. 
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Plate VIII 

eries J., ±J.ot '1. roots which i' : no treatment when top 
growth was 8" high. The first growth was retained for seed 

production. 
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Plate .X 

Series II, 
i lot 5. Alfalfa roots lateral pruned 1}i3n first growth bude 

were formin. First rovrth 7as harvested. 



Plate XI 

Series II, Plot 6. Alfalfa roots tap root pruned when first growth buds were 
forrnth-. The f irt growth was harvested. iote that only six of the roots are 
actualïy pruned. Arrows indicate point at which the roots were severed. 



Plate XII 

gro'v-th buds were forming. First growth vias harvestd. 



Flato XIII 

ries III, 10. Alfalfa roots crown ui.Lated when fiest growth buds 
were forming. First growth was retained for seed. Note that there aro 

only six plants left of the original ten. 



Plate XIV 

Secis III, ilot i. lfatfa roo; ira1 pruned when first growth buds 
were forming. 1:3 first rowth was rtained for seed. The arrows 

indicato severing of tap root when pruned. 



Plate XV 

SerleE III, Plot 1. ialfa roots tap root pruned when irst rovít uud 

were forrnin. The first growth v.ra& retained for seed. 1ote that only 

eight of the roots are actually pruned. Arrows indicate point where root 
was severed. 



Plate XVI 

Series III, Plot 9. Alfalfa roots which received no treatment vrhei first 
rovrth 'ouds were forming. The first growth was retained for seed. 



Plate XVII 

Series IV, plot :ifalfa roots crown mutUaL J after removal of first 

growth when flowers viere 5O in blossom. Note that there are only three 
plants left of the original ten. 



Plate XVIII 

removed when flowers were 5O in blossom. The crosses indieat roots 
cut off by gophers. Two of the Plants were completely destroyed by 

gophers. 



Plate XIX 

Ser1e8 Iv rlot 1. Alfalfa roots tap root pruned after first row-th 'as 
removed when flowers were 5O in hiossort. The arrows indicate where 

roots wore severed. 



Plate 

Series W, Plot 14. Alfalfa roots which received no trtxíent aftor 
first growth was removed when flowers viere 5O in hlosoni. 



F1a;c xxi 

Series V, Plot 17. Alfalfa rous crown muiIi.Led when second growth 
buds were forrìing. Note that there re only nine plants left of 

the original ten. 



Plate OII 

Serles y, Plot . Alfalfa ro at'r]- pru whe: CC growt. buds were 

forrnin. The arrows indicate where roots were sever The cross indicates 
one plant that was injured by ophors. 



Plate XXIII 

Seris V, Plot L). Al±aifa roots tap root v;hen second growth «uds 
viere forminb. Note that only eight of tho roots are actually pruned. The 

arrows indicate where the tap root was severed. 



XXIV 

Serles V, Plot 20. Alfalfa roots which received no treathent when 
second growth bud3 vrere form1n. 


